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1. Old Bagrut exams 

1.1 Winter 2010: WHERE IS THE END OF THE LINE?  

It may be hard to imagine, but something as unexciting as standing in line at the post 

office or the bank is fascinating to some people. A number of sociologists have been 

studying the subject for more than two decades, and some of their findings are quite 

surprising. Research shows, for instance, that having to wait actually affects how 

people judge the service they finally get at the counter: the longer they wait, the worse 

they rate it. 

Studies have also revealed that people are upset the most when they see someone 

who arrived after them getting served first, an experience described by participants 

as "infuriating" and "incredibly unfair". Another major cause of irritation is boredom. 

In a recently published study, nearly 40% of the people interviewed gave it as the main 

reason for walking out before being served. In other studies, costumers spoke about the 

disruption that being stuck in lines causes to their schedule. 

In an attempt to reduce the frustration of standing in line, numerous businesses are 

taking such findings into account. Many airports no longer have several lines but only 

a single one, from which people waiting to check in go to the first available counter. 

Elsewhere costumers take a number and can even sit comfortably while they wait. 

In places like amusement parks, where lines can be extremely long, electronic signs 

are often used to indicate how long the wait will be. Sometimes the times shown is 

deliberately exaggerated so customers are pleasantly surprised when their turn comes. 

Another tactic is to keep people entertained while they stay in line. Visitors waiting 

for comedy show at Disney World, for instance, are asked to send text message with 

jokes that may be used during performance. Other companies provide computers 

for the use of people waiting their turn. 

while all these methods make some customers a bit happier, none actually makes the 

lines move faster. If business really wants to guarantee our satisfaction, they 



 

 
 

would invest more effort into making lines shorter instead of trying to make us forget 

how annoying it is to wait.  

(Adapted from " Queuing psychology: can waiting in line be fun? ,")  

Glossary: 

unexciting  לא מרגש participants  משתתפים comfortably  בנוחות 

post office  משרד דואר infuriating   ,מרגיז

 מרתיח 

amusement 

park 

 פארק שעשועים

fascinating מרתק irritation עצבנות electronic 

signs 

שלטים  

 אלקטרוניים

sociologists  סוציולוגים boredom שעמום indicate להצביע, לסמן 

decades עשורים disruption הפרעה deliberately בכוונה 

findings  ממצאים attempt ניסיון exaggerated 

(adj) 

 מוגזם 

counter דלפק frustration תסכול method  שיטה 

rate (v)  לדרג numerous  רבים, הרבה guarantee  להבטיח, לערוב 

study (n)  מחקר available  זמין satisfaction  סיפוק 

getting 

served 

לקבל 

 שירות 

elsewhere  במקום אחר invest להשקיע 

 

QUESTIONS (70 points) 

Answer questions 1-8 in English, according to the report. In questions 6, 7, and 8 

circle the number of the correct answer. In the other questions, follow the instructions. 

1. What information are we given in lines 1-6 about standing in line? (2X8= 16 

points) 

PUT A √ BY THE TWO CORRECT ANSWERS. 

...... i) Who is interested in the subject. 

...... ii) Where the subject was studied. 

...... iii) What businesses think of it.  

...... iv) Why it needs to be studied. 

...... v) How it influences customers' opinions. 

...... vi) Why it affected service at the counter. 

 



 

 
 

2. COMPLETE THE SENTENCE. (9 points) 

From all the studies mentioned in lines 7-12 we learn why people ……………….. 

…………………………………………...... . 

 

3. The annoyance of standing in line can have negative consequences for businesses. 

Give ONE negative consequence mentioned in line 1-12. (8 points) 

ANSWER: ………………………………………………………………………... . 

 

4. How do businesses try to prevent the experience that people describes as 

"incredibly unfair" (line 9)? Give ONE answer from line 13-23. (6 points) 

ANSWER: ………………………………………………………………………... . 

 

5. Some companies "provide computer for the use of people waiting their turn" (lines 

22-23). why do they do this? (lines 13-23) (8 points) 

ANSWER: ……………………………………………………………………… . 

 

6. What do we learn from lines 13-23 about methods mentioned in that paragraph? (8 

points) 

(i) How effective they are. 

(ii) Which is most successful. 

(iii) What their purpose is. 

(iv) What people think of them 

 

7. Why may customers waiting their turn be "pleasantly surprised" (line 19)? (8 

points) 

(i) A sign tells them when they will be served. 

(ii) The wait is shorter than expected. 

(iii) They didn't expect to be entertained. 

(iv) They can sit comfortably while they wait 



 

 
 

8. What does the writer say regarding the method used by the companies? (lines 24-

27)  (7 points) 

(i) They should be used by more companies. 

(ii) They have no effect. 

(iii) They upset the customers. 

(iv) They don’t solve the real problem 

 

Answers: 

1. i  /  v 

2. Get angry when the stand in line. 
3. People rate their service badly.  

4. They use a number system. 

5. To entertain the people who are standing in line.  
6. iii 

7. ii 

8.iv 

 

Vocabulary exercises  

Exercise 1 – complete the sentences with the correct words from the box: 

comfortably  /  study  /  satisfaction   /  infuriating  /  deliberately  /  boredom  /  

frustration  /  invest  /  findings  /  post office 

1. I was so angry when I found out they changed the date of the exam! It was 

______________________________ ! 

2. The detective said that there weren't enough 

______________________________ to know for sure if the man was guilty. 

3. I like this couch. I can sit on it ______________________________ and relax.  

4. ______________________________ is the main reason that people do stupid 

things. 

5. She decided to ______________________________ her money in a new start-

up company. 

6. He lied to me ______________________________ because he didn't want me 

to find out about the surprise-party. 

7. A person who tries to do something that is too difficult might feel 

______________________________ .  



 

 
 

8. I ordered a new shirt, and today I am going to collect it from the 

______________________________ . 

9. A new ______________________________ has found that memories can be 

changed. 

10. When you know you did a good job you feel 

______________________________ . 

 

Exercise 2 – complete the sentences with the correct words from the box: 

elsewhere  /  counter  /  available  /  sociologists  /  participants  /  getting served  /  

electronic signs  / disruption  / unexciting /  methods 

1. ______________________________ are researchers who try to learn things 

about societies. 

2. Your keys aren't here. Try to look ______________________________ . 

3. You have to take a number before ______________________________ . 

4. Times Square in New York City is famous for its 

______________________________ . 

5. After we chose the items we wanted to buy, we went to the 

______________________________ to pay for them. 

6. The entrance of people to the cinema during the movie is a big 

______________________________ for other viewers. 

7. This building was constructed using the latest 

______________________________ . 

8. All the ______________________________ in this game have to sit in a circle.  

9. For people who live by the sea, going to the beach is quite 

______________________________ . 

10. I wanted to rent a bike, but there was no bike 

______________________________ . 

 

 



 

 
 

Exercise 3 – complete the sentences with the correct words from the box: 

numerous /  guarantee  /  fascinating  /  decades  /  rate  /  indicate  /  irritation  / 

attempt  /  exaggerated  /  amusement park 

1. I have always loved fossils ( מאובנים). I think they are 

______________________________ . 

2. The green light ______________________________ that you can cross the 

street. 

3. I love movies so much! I have already seen 

______________________________ movies. 

4. What are your favorite foods? Please ______________________________ 

them from 1 to 5. 

5. When you rent a car you need to leave you ID card, to 

______________________________ that you will return it.  

6. Last year she made a brave ______________________________ to climb the 

Everest. 

7. When we went to Europe last year we went to a huge 

______________________________ . we had so much fun! 

8. My grandfather retired last week. He had worked in the same place for 

______________________________ . 

9. Every student from our class brought a cake to the party. The amount of cakes 

was definitely ______________________________ . 

10. The train drivers went on a strike last month, and that caused a lot of 

______________________________ to many people. 

 

 

  



 

 
 

1.2 Summer 2010 – A: COLOR MATTERS 

whenever you open a book or write on your computer, almost everything appears on a white 

background. But what if it were a different color? In a recently published study, a group of 

Canadian researchers tries to answer this question. Their conclusion: changing the 

background color actually affects the way your brain works. 

In the experiment, 600 students were asked to do two sets of tasks, one demanding intense 

concentration and the other requiring creativity. Half the students worked on a red computer 

screen and half on a blue one. It was found that the color of the screen dramatically affected 

performance. When asked to remember a list of words or find spelling mistakes, those working 

on a red screen were considerably more successful than the "blue" group. On the other hand, 

those working on a blue screen were much better at tasks such as suggesting new uses for 

familiar objects. 

 "We think these differences are caused by the fact that we learn to associate certain experiences 

with particular colors," said Professor Jane Bennet, who led the research team. "Red is used 

for warning signs and emergency vehicles, so seeing this color makes us more alert, and 

therefore better at performing tasks that demand careful attention to details. Blue is associated 

with sea and sky, resulting in general feeling of calmness.  And when we're relaxed, we can be 

more creative. 

Prof. Bennet claims that understanding how color affects us has a variety of practical 

applications. She suggests, for example, that companies might choose the color of their office 

walls according to the type of work their employees do. Many researches, however, believe the 

picture is more complex. Not only is there still a vast number of different colors to investigate, 

but people's individual responses to a color might also be influences by personality and 

culture. So it seems that a lot more research needs to be done before we can blame our spelling 

mistakes on the color of the walls or computer screen. 

 (Adapted from " color counts, study says," the new york times, February 6, 2009) 
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Glossary: 

appear להופיע considerably  במידה רבה company  חברה 

researcher חוקר suggest להציע employee  עובד, שכיר 

conclusion מסקנה associate לקשר complex  מורכב 

background רקע particular  מסוים, יחיד vast ענק 

experiment  ניסוי alert דרוך investigate לחקור 

intense   ,חזק אינטנסיבי attention  תשומת לב individual אישי 

concentration  ריכוז calmness רגיעה response  תגובה 

creativity  יצירתיות variety  מגוון personality  אישיות 

performance  ביצוע practical מעשי culture  תרבות 

spelling איות applications  יישומים   

 

QUESTIONS (70 points) 

Answer questions 1-8 in English, according to the article. In questions 1,2,4, and 5 

circle the number of the correct answer. In the other questions, follow the instructions. 

(8 points) 

1. From line 1-4 we learn about (-). 

(i) People reaction to the study 

(ii) The subject of the study 

(iii) The reason background are usually white 

(iv) The most effective background color 

 

2. In lines 5-7, we are told (-) the experiment was done. (8 points) 

(i) Why 

(ii) Where 

(iii) When 

(iv) How 
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3. What information does the writer provide about the experiment in lines 7-11? 

(8 points) 

COMPLETE THE SENTENCE 

He gives 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

4. The words " these differences" ( line 12) refer to differences in (-). (7 points) 

(v) tasks 

(vi) performance 

(vii) color 

(viii) experiences 

 

5. In lines 8-11, the writer provides some information. In lines 12-17, Prof 

Bennet (-). (8 points) 

(i) gives an explanation of this information  

(ii) describe a problem with this information 

(iii) describes how she got this information 

(iv) explains the importance of this information 

 

 

6. Prof Bennet mentions " tasks that demand careful attention to detail" (line 15-

16). 

Give ONE such task from another paragraph. (8 points) 

ANSWER: 

..…………………………………………………………………………………

…….... . 
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7. What do we learn from lines 12-17 about the color blue> Give ONE answer. 

(7 points) 

COMPLETE THE SENTENCE. 

We learn why it 

………………………………………………………………………… . 

 

 

8. According to lines 18-25 , more research is nedded because (-). (2X8= 16 

points) 

PUT A √ BY THE TWO CORRECT ANSWERS. 

……… i) studies of color have only been done on computer. 

……… ii) Prof. Bennett's study only focused on red blue 

……… iii) Prof. Bennett did not test office employees 

……… iv) companies are asking for more information of the effects of color 

……… vi) different people may react differently to the same color 

Answers:  

1. ii 
2. iv 

3. The experiment’s results.  

4. ii 
5. i 

6. remembering several different words from a list.  

7. helps make people feel more relaxed.  
8. ii  / vi 

 

Vocabulary exercises 

Exercise 1: 

 Appear  /  Attention  /  Complex  /  conclusion  /  Individual  /  Experiment  /  

Background  /  Applications  /  Investigate  /  Researcher  /  Company  /  

Personality  /  Suggest  /  Variety 

1. Once it gets dark, the stars _________ in the sky.  

2. Before the police recruits you, you have to have your ___________ checked.  

3. The professor got mad at the students for not paying ___________.  

4. My uncle is a very successful man, he built his own ___________ from the 

ground.  
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5. My purse got stolen. I called the police and they promised to _________ the 

case.  

6. My girlfriend is amazing. Other than being beautiful, she also has a great 

__________.  

7. The teacher told us to work in groups of five, but I truly hoped to work as 

an__________.  

8. I’m excited for today’s chemistry lesson! We’re supposed to hold an 

___________.  

9. The ___________ came to the ___________ that one-day man will live on 

Mars.  

10. My grandma got back from Morocco and brought back a _________ of local 

sweets.  

11. I broke up with my boyfriend. We were together for a year but then things got 

_________.  

12. I love technology! When I’m older, I want to design ____________.  

13. I didn’t know what to order so I asked the waitress to __________ of something. 

Answers: 1. appear. 2. Background. 3. Attention. 4. Company. 5. Investigate. 6. Personality. 7. Individual. 8. Experiment.  

9. Researcher, conclusion. 10. Variety. 11. Complex. 12. Applications. 13. Suggest.  

 

Exercise 2: 

Concentration  /  Culture  /  Considerably  /  Vast  /  Employee  /  Performance  /  

Intense  /  Spelling /  Response  / Associate /  Practical  / Particular   /  Creativity   

/  Alert  /  Calmness 

1. Not everyone likes green tea. The flavor can sometimes be very __________.  

2. The first time I saw her I lost ___________ and bumped into a pole.  

3. Tonight we performed one of Shakespeare’s plays. My teacher told me he was 

very content with my ____________.  

4. I love Paris! The food, the monuments, the _________, the language, 

everything!   

5. Today at work I felt a bit anxious but I knew I had to remain ___________ and 

___________.  
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6. In order to be an artist one has to have a developed sense of ___________.  

7. If you know how to write the word “discombobulate”, I have no doubt you’re 

good at ________.  

8. The _______ majority supports gay marriage.  

9. I just got fired. I guess I wasn’t the best ___________.  

10. In 9/11, the first ________ was of the fire department.  

11. I love yoga. It never fails to provide me with a sense of __________.  

12. The police suspects of my brother, but they still need to __________ him to the 

crime.  

13. My father is a ___________ kind man. He helps whenever he can.  

14. I went to an ice cream shop but unfortunately they lacked the one __________ 

flavor that I like.  

 

Answers: 1. Intense. 2. Concentration. 3. Performance. 4. Culture. 5. Alert, practical. 6. Creativity. 7. Spelling. 8. Vast.  

9. Employee. 10. Response. 11. Calmness. 12. Associate. 13. Considerably. 14. Particular.  
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2.3 Band I 
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2.3.1 adjectives 

2.3.1.1 part 1 
 

 

 Translation Lexical item Synonym Opposite Example definition 

 .afraid scared brave I used to be afraid of the dark. Feeling fearful of something לפחד 1

 alone solo together He likes being alone in the house. Without other people לבד 2

3 

 angry enraged calm כועס

I got angry at him because he 

ruined my artwork. 

having a strong feeling against 

someone's behavior or about 

something. 

4 

 .bad awful good I just heard some very bad news רע

unpleasant and causing 

difficulties or harm. 

 .beautiful stunning ugly She was wearing a beautiful dress. very attractive יפה 5

 .best most highly worst This is the best meal I've ever had. of the highest quality הכי טוב  6

 .better more, greater worse She sings better than I do. good: of a higher standard יותר טוב  7

 .big large small He's a big man. large in size or amount גדול  8

9 

 bored disinterested interested משועמם 

I was so bored that I slept through 

the whole weekend. 

a feeling that occurs when 

something is not interesting or 

because you have nothing to do. 

 .boring dull exciting She finds sports boring. not interesting or exciting משעמם  10
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Exercise 1: Complete the sentences with the correct adjective 

afraid   /  alone  /  angry  /  bad  /  beautiful  /  best  /  better  / big  /  bored /  boring 

1. I hate history: this is a ……………….. subject. 

2. My mother gets ………………….. at me when I refuse to take a bath.  

3. I am ………………….. of spiders and snakes.  

4. Rachel, you have the most ………………….. smile.  

5. I enjoyed my course at first, but after some time I got ……………….. with it. 

6. They have a ………………….. house in the country.  

7. Your parents only want what is ………………….. for you. 

8. Watch out - he's in a ………………….. mood. 

9. She's a ………………….. golfer than I am. 

10. At last my love, we're ………………….. together. 

 

Answers: 1. boaring  /  2.angry  /  3.afraid  /  4.beautiful  /  5.board  /  6.big  /  7.best  /  8.bad  /  9.better  /  10.alone 

 

Exercise 2: Match the opposites 

1. brave (a)……angry 

2. ugly (b)……bored 

3. together (c)……beautiful 

4. small (d)……afraid 

5. exciting (e)……better 

6. worst (f)……alone 

7. calm (g)……bad 

8. interested (h)……big 

9. worse (i)……boring 

10. good (j)……best 

 

Answers: 1.d  /  2.c  /  3.f  /  4.h  /  5.i  /  6.j  /  7.a  /  8.b  /  9.e  /  10.g 
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Exercise 3: Match the synonyms 

1. stunning (a)……angry 

2. disinterested (b)……bored 

3. more, greater (c)……beautiful 

4. awful (d)……afraid 

5. solo (e)……better 

6. large (f)……alone 

7. dull (g)……bad 

8. enraged (h)……big 

9. most highly (i)……boring 

10. scared (j)……best 

 

Answers: 1.c  /  2.i  /  3.e  /  4.g  /  5.f  /  6.h  /  7.i  /  8.a  /  9.j  /  10.d 

 

Exercise 4: Match the adjective to it’s definition 

1. beautiful (a)…… Without other people 

2. boring (b)…… Feeling fearful of something. 

3. bored (c)…… large in size or amount. 

4. big (d)…… not interesting or exciting. 

5. bad (e)…… having a strong feeling against someone's behavior or about 

something. 

6. alone (f)…… a feeling that occurs when something is not interesting or 

because you have nothing to do. 

7. angry (g)…… of the highest quality. 

8. afraid (h)…… good: of a higher standard. 

9. best (i)…… unpleasant and causing difficulties or harm. 

10. better (j)…… very attractive. 

 

Answers: 1.j  /  2.d  /  3.f  /  4.c  /  5.i  /  6.a  /  7.e  /  8.b  /  9.g  /  10.h 
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2.3.1.2 part 2 

 Translation Lexical item Synonym Opposite Example definition 

1 

 busy unavailable unoccupied עסוק

The kids are busy with their 

homework. 

giving your attention to a particular thing 

or a place full of people/activity. 

2 

 .careful attentive careless Be careful with the glasses זהיר 

giving a lot of attention to what you are 

doing so that you do not have an accident 

3 

 cheap low-cost expensive זול

I got a cheap flight at the last 

minute. 

costing little money or less than is 

expected 

 clean neat dirt less I wore a clean white shirt. not dirty נקי 4

5 

 clear transparent blocked שקוף/התבהר/מובן 

The water in the lake is so clear 

that you can see the bottom. 

1. easy to see through  

2.easy to understand 

6 

 closed not open open סגור 

The store is closed for lunch 

between 1 and 2 p.m. not opened during this time. 

 .cold chilly warm It's very cold so put a jumper on. at a low temperature קר 7

8 

 .cool  warm It was a lovely cool evening מגניב/קריר 

1. slightly cold  

2.fashionable in a way that people 

admire. 

9 

 different other same שונה

She seems to wear something 

different every day. not the same 

10 

 difficult hard easy קשה

We were asked lots of difficult 

questions. needing skill or effort 
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Exercise 1: Complete the sentences with the correct adjective 

cheaper   /  different  /   clean  /  busy  /  closed  /  cold  /  careful  /  cool  /  difficult  

/  clear 

1. Their house is near a very …………………. road: it’s never quiet in here.  

2. There is a beautiful view from here: you can see the mountains from here on a 

…………………. day. 

3. On this hot day, she dived into the pool, luckily the water was ………………….. 

4. I had to make a very …………………. decision, it was hard for me to choose.  

5. We spent the day on the beach but it was too …………………. to go swimming. 

6. Be …………………. where you put that hot pan. 

7. It’s midnight. The supermarket is …………………. this time of night. 

8. In Africa, not all countries have …………………. water. 

9. Food is usually …………………. in supermarkets.  

10. In English class, we're reading a …………………. book this week. 

 

Answers: 1.busy  /  2.clear  /  3.cool  /  4.difficult  /  5.cold  / 6.careful  /  7.closed  /  8.clean  /  9.cheaper  /  10.diffrent 
 

 

 

Exercise 2: Match the opposites 

1. dirt less (a)…… cheap 

2. easy (b)…… closed 

3. open (c)…… different 

4. expensive (d)…… busy 

5. warm (e)…… clean 

6. careless (f)…… clear 

7. same (g)…… cold 

8. blocked (h)…… cool 

9. warm (i)…… careful 

10. unoccupied (j)…… difficult 

 

Answers: 1.e  /  2.j  /  3.b   /  4.a  /  5.g  /  6.i  / 7.c  /  8.f  /  9.h  /  10.d 
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Exercise 3: Match the synonyms 

1. unavailable (a)…… cheap 

2. transparent (b)…… closed 

3. hard (c)…… different 

4. other (d)…… busy 

5. low-cost (e)…… clean 

6. not open (f)…… clear 

7. chilly (g)…… cold 

8. attentive (h)…… careful 

9. neat (i)…… difficult 

 

Answers: 1.d  /  2.f  /  3.i /  4.c  /  5.a  /  6.b  / 7.g  /  8.h  /  9.e 

 

Exercise 4: Match the adjective to it’s definition 

1. cheap (a)…… easy to see through or to understand. 

2. difficult (b)…… giving a lot of attention to what you are doing so that you do not 

have an accident. 

3. closed (c)…… needing skill or effort. 

4. careful (d)…… costing little money or less than is expected. 

5. different (e)…… not dirty. 

6. cold (f)…… not the same.  

7. busy (g)…… slightly cold   /  fashionable in a way that people admire. 

8. clear (h)…… giving your attention to a particular thing or a place full of 

people/activity. 

9. clean (i)……. at a low temperature. 

10. cool (j)…… not opened during this time.  

 

Answers: 1.d  /  2.c  /  3.j  /  4.b  /  5.f  /  6.i  /  7.h  /  8.a  / 9.e  /  10.g 
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Exercise 5: Match the word to it’s translation 

1. cheap (a)…… שקוף/התבהר/מובן  

2. difficult (b)……שונה  

3. closed (c)…… מגניב/קריר  

4. careful (d)……זול  

5. different (e)……עסוק  

6. cold (f)……זהיר  

7. busy (g)……נקי  

8. clear (h)……קר  

9. clean (i)……קשה  

10. cool (j)…… סגור  

 

Answers: 1.d /  2.i  /  3.j  /  4.f  /  5.e /  6.h  /  7.e  /  8.a  / 9.g  /  10.c 

 

Exercise 6: mixed exercise (parts 1-2) Complete the sentences  

clean  /  closed    /  angry   /  afraid  /   busy    /  cheap    / cool    /   clear    /  alone  /  

careful  /  cold 

1. Sometimes I get so ……………….., , my face turns red. 

2. We could see hundreds of stars in the ……………….., desert sky. 

3. I am ……………….., to find out how I did on the test. 

4. Angie's got some ……………….., new sunglasses: she looks great!  

5. Be ……………….., and look both ways when you cross the road. 

6. These restrooms are ……………….., for cleaning. 

7. You shouldn't walk home ……………….., at this time of night. 

8. Taking the bus is simple and ………………..,. 

9. I have a ……………….., week ahead of me. 

10. It's freezing ……………….., today. 

11. I looked in the drawer for a ……………….., pair of socks. 

 

Answers: 1.angry  /  2.clear  /  3.afraid  /  4.cool  /  5.careful  /  6.closed  /  7.alone  /  8.cheap  /  9.busy  /  10.cold  /  11.clean 


